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Figure 4.1. George Findlay’s Illustrated Catalogue March 1874 showing his older 

premises. The confused aerial and ground level perspectives of the front and rear 

buildings suggest an earlier lithograph had been updated by printer Samuel Lister. 

 

Figure 4.2. Findlay’s new two storey premises redrawn by Lister for Craig & Gillies’ 

Illustrated Catalogue, July 1875. 
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Figure 4.3. Craig & Gillies’ old George Street premises in 1874 near the Octagon. 

Photo Burton Bros.; collection: Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa.  

 

Figure 4.4. Craig & Gillies’ Illustrated Catalogue (July 1875) featuring Thomas 

George’s lithograph of their new premises. 
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Figure 4.5. Dunedin printer Samuel Lister. 

 

Figure 4.6. Inconsistent artwork suggested Craig & Gillies’ designs came from 

probably five separate sources. The lower table, #99 ½ A, is almost certainly Lister’s 

own handiwork and his bizarre numbering sequences reflected late additions during the 

catalogue’s compilation. 
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Figure 4.7. Findlay’s ‘Turnery’ page (left) and Craig & Gillies’ ‘Turnery’ page (right). Re-

traced and re-drawn by Lister, it exposed his unfamiliarity with furniture design while 

suggesting that the original lithographic stone image had been lost. 

 

Figure 4.8. A lithographic stone with inking roller and tympan press. 
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Figure 4.9 Jenks and Holt chiffonier images (left) lithographically transferred by Lister 

for Craig and Gillies’ Illustrated Catalogue (right). Lister redrew the bottom right 

chiffonier from an identical pattern sheet to the ‘Cranwell sheet’ found in Auckland. 

  

 

Figure 4.10 ‘Sideboard’, John Dwyer Designs for Furniture (1856), (left). Dwyer’s 

pattern in Jenks & Holt’s Modern Furniture; Original and Select, Plain and Decorative 

(1869), (middle). ‘Sideboard’, republished in Wyman’s Furniture Gazette (9 October 

1880), (right) 
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Figure 4.11. Jenks & Holt, Modern Furniture (1869) illustrating patterns for a 

mahogany suite.  

 

Figure 4.12. Jenks & Holt’s mahogany chair imported by Craig and Gillies. Its rimu 

corner stays indicated it had been imported unassembled. Craig & Gillies’ Illustrated 

Catalogue and Price List offered other Jenks and Holt furniture in native timbers 

suggesting they preferred to manufacture locally. 
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Figure 4.13. C. & R. Light Registered Designs (1880) chiffonier/credenza cabinets (top 

left). Craig & Gillies’ Illustrated Catalogue chiffonier adapted by Lister from C. & R. 

Light’s patterns (above left). An extremely rare rimu credenza manufactured from a British 

catalogue (above right). 

 

Figure 4.14. Cranwell’s sheet overlaid onto Craig & Gillies’ catalogue illustrates 

Lister’s use of traced lithographic transfers to copy many designs (left). A mahogany and 

kauri Christchurch-made chiffonier is indistinguishable from any British imported 

equivalent (right). 
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Figure 4.15. Images in Craig & Gillies’ Illustrated Catalogue suggested nearly 50 

designs from one source other than Jenks & Holt. Lister’s tracing (left), though poor in 

quality, was identical in size to Cranwell’s sheet (right).  

 

Figure 4.16. Henry Fielder’s copy of C. & R. Light’s Registered Designs showing 

cabinetmaker annotations indicating it was used as a pattern book from which to 

manufacture colonial furniture 
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Figure 4.17. Craig & Gillies’ catalogue reproduced a selection of material by different 

artists. Chairs patterns #4 and #5 were printed from electrotype blocks supplied by 

American manufacturers. Commonly electrotypes were taken from wood engravings 

 

Figure 4.18. The British chair #17(left) has been drawn freehand with random line 

shading while the American chair #19A shows the rigidity of a wood engraving (right). 
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Figure 4.19. Jenks & Holt’s original patterns from 1869 (left), and redrawn in Wyman’s 

Furniture Gazette in 1880 (right). Although Jenks & Holt’s designs had been registered 

trade magazines, such as Wyman’s, could reproduce such designs without restriction.  

 

Figure 4.20. Lister’s anastatic copy taken directly from Jenks & Holt’s design in Fig. 

4.19. Craig & Gillies offered to this desk make in cedar, kauri and mahogany (left). The 

Jenks & Holt desk made in mahogany (right). 
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Figure 4.21. The 1863 Illustrated London News woodcut of Dunedin reproduced in 

London from William Meluish’s photograph (top). North & Scoullars’ second premises 

on the Shakespeare Hotel site c.1868 (bottom); Burton Brothers’ photograph, collection: 

Hocken Library, F18/12. 
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Figure 4.22. ‘Office Furniture’, Jenks & Holt Modern Furniture (1869). 

   

Figure 4.23. ‘Stand for Copying Press’ anastatically copied by Lister for Craig & 

Gillies’(1875) from the original Jenks & Holt design (1869) (left). The same design 

redrawn for the Furniture Gazette (1880) (middle left). Wyman’s copy redrawn by Peter 

McIntyre for North & Scoullar (c.1883) (middle right). Wyman’s copy redrawn by Herman 

Clarke for Thomson, Bridger & Co. (c.1887) (right). 
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Figure 4.24. Wyman’s Furniture Gazette made designs freely available to the 

cabinetmaking trade 

 

Figure 4.25. Wyman’s Furniture Gazette designs redrawn by Peter McIntyre for North 

& Scoullar’s Illustrated Catalogue (c.1883). 
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Figure 4.26. G. & H. Story Designs of Furniture (1865) pattern for a ‘lady’s chair’ and 

North & Scoullar’s later copy (c.1883) (top left & right). Scoullar & Chisholm’s beadwork 

and ebonised kauri ‘lady’s chair’ (c.1900) with a similar example in an Auckland 

drawing room (c.1900) (bottom left & right). 

 


